
Digital Chemistry 

Reducing and Managing Uncertainty 

Chemistry 2.0 (or 3.0) 



We have lots of information 
technology.  We just don’t have 
any information.  



A Che ist’s Digital Aura 



Google Digital Che istr  

But also note that my search results will probably not be the same as yours!  
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Coherent diffraction Imaging for lens-

less soft x-ray microscopy 

Key is computational phase reconstruction, which using GPU, can be done in time 

comparable to the experimental acquisition time.  GPU cluster will enable ensemble 

solution and thus estimate the uncertainty in the reconstructing, but  would need on 

demand. 



Air/Water slab MD simulation 

Computational power now available means that sufficient accuracy and low 

uncertainty can be obtained for a whole series of small and large water slabs 

allo i g the surfa e o tri utio  to the total e erg  to e relia l  o ser ed  a d 
entropy contributions to surface tension derived. 

Surface area per molecule 
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Lyons Electronic Office (LEO) 1951 
Information Transformation 



Reducing Uncertainty 

• What is already known? 

• Who is doing what? 

• How was a result obtained?  

• Access to Data 

• Integration of Data. 

 

• Provenance & Planning 

 



Collaboration 

• Research is increasingly inter-disciplinary 

• Need help in information exchange 

• If is it not available to a computer then data is 

essentially lost 



Intelligent Open Access to Data   



StructureGate 



THE RESEARCH NARRATIVE 

What is the story?  What is the why? 



Faraday’s laboratory notebooks 
are also remarkable in the amount 

of detail that they give about the 

design and setting up of 

experiments, interspersed with 

comments about their outcome 

and thoughts of a more 

philosophical kind. All are couched 

in plain language, with many vivid 

phrases of delightful spontaneity…. 
 Peter Day, The Philosopher s Tree: A Selection of Michael Faraday s Writings  



If only I knew exactly how 
she did this experiments 

I know all this supplementary 

information could be useful but will 
people really remember the format? Is 
it worth all the hassle? I wish I could get the 

numbers from this 
graph - the pdf is not 
much use. 

I wish I had 

recorded things at 

the start the way I 

do now….. 

Typical Laboratory 



Archiving of data 

• Experiments are often 
repeated 

 
– Data stored locally on a 

o puter a d a ’t e 
found 

– Ha d riti g a ’t e read 

– Laboratory notebooks lost or 
damaged 

– Correct data not recorded 
first time round 

http://www.ecs.soton.ac.uk/regenesis/pictures 



The Trove Software 

www.labtrove.org 





 

Electronic 

Laboratory 

Notebooks 
 

ELNs 

Comparison with 

traditional paper 

notebooks 

 

Communication 

Collaboration 

Sharing 

Linking 

Curating 

 

• Higher Quality Record 

• Natural linking to data 
and external resources 

• Easier Collaboration 

• Improved planning 

• Improved discussions 

• Efficiency gain in 
production of 
presentations/reports 

• Change the nature of 
Professor/Student 
interactions  

Impact on researchers 



BlogMyData Project - Godiva 



USER GENERATED CONTENT 

Web 2.0 & Semantic Web 

Nature Chemistry 



Scoop.it 



29/06/2012 6th UCL Bloomsbury Conference 



Foldit Kaggle 

Citizen Science 



Big Data 

• Chemistry we have - 

• Big, Broad, Bothersome, & Brocken,  

High Dimensional, 

Heterogeneous, Complex 

Data on an uncertain 

landscape as we still do 

not have a really good 

grasp of Chemical Space 
Two-dimensional representation of 

chemical space of the anti-TB drugs. 



Open Notebook 

Science 

• Certainly not always the way to work! 

– IPR, Commercial, long term projects, recognition 
issues, etc 
 
 
 
 

• But 

– Makes connection much easier if the data and 
pro esses are Ope  

– Eas  to e port & a ess of Li ked-Data  

It is not necessary to change.  

Survival is not mandatory. 

W. Edwards Deming 



LabTrove Open Notebooks  
Mat Todd’s Malaria Project 



LabTrove -> RSS -> Email / Twitter 



Graph/Network provides 

intuitive navigation 



DataCite DOI 



All I am saying is that now is the time to 

develop the technology to deflect an asteroid  

We must speed up the knowledge discovery process  



Everything is Awesome,  

Everything is cool when you're part of a team 



Change in the whole way we design and 

build experiments 

3D Printers: A radical change to the experimental section of a paper! 



DISSEMINATION IS PART OF THE 

RESEARCH 

In times of change it is even more important to 

ri g disse i atio  i  to the la … 



Trust me Mort - no electronic communications 

superhighway, no matter how vast and sophisticated, 

will ever replace the art of the schmooze  

Thank you for listening  


